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Chairwoman Janet Nguyen Announces Her Support For Van Tran For 
Congress 
 

(Garden Grove, CA) – This morning Supervisor 

Janet Nguyen, Chair of the Orange County Board 

of Supervisors, hosted a press conference 

announcing her support for Republican 

Congressional Candidate Van Tran (CA-47) at 

Tran’s Garden Grove campaign headquarters. 
  
"I'm proud to have Supervisor Nguyen's support 

for my effort to stop the overspending in 

Washington DC. We do not always see eye-to-

eye on every local issue, but we both wake up 

every day, looking to work to better our 

community - And we agree that we cannot let the 

federal government leave this much debt to the 

next generation." said Van Tran. 
  
“At a time of high unemployment, our current Congresswoman Loretta Sanchez isn’t doing middle-class families 

any favors by rubber-stamping her party’s failed economic policies.”  
  
As Southern California voters head to the polls this fall, they have a perfect opportunity to finally hold Pelosi 

puppet Loretta Sanchez accountable. Sanchez has a very liberal record which will be hard to defend in a 

moderate district, during an anti-incumbent year when voters are tired of Washington’s reckless spending sprees 

and failed economic policies.  
  
In contrast, Van Tran and Supervisor Janet Nguyen have always worked to restore common sense fiscally 

responsible policies that our economy needs to get back on track. In Congress, Van Tran aims to protect the next 

generation with fiscally responsible economic policies--instead of bailouts and reckless overspending. 
  
Both Chairwoman Nguyen and Tran come from 

immigrant backgrounds and have worked to bring 

our diverse communities together. Loretta 

Sanchez, on the other hand, recently said, “The 

Vietnamese and the Republicans are, with an 

intensity, trying to take away this seat, this seat 

that we have done so much for our community, 

take away this seat…” 
  
Janet and Van both know that our community 

needs leaders who can bring us together so we 

can work on turning this economy around and 

creating jobs for all the families in central Orange 



County. 
  
In addition, both Nguyen and Tran have long fought for fiscal discipline, honoring our veterans and working to 

create jobs. 
  
The two recently teamed up for a dedication of a Heroes Memorial Monument depicting five significant figures in 

United States history at Roger Stanton Park, as well as monuments from Mexico and the Republic of Vietnam.  
  
“Janet and I have long fought for fiscal discipline, honoring our 

veterans and working to create jobs. Over the last few years, in the 

heat of battle, some things have been said and done that were over 

the line, even dragging our families into our political disagreements,” 

said Van Tran. “I have said things that I wish we could take 

back. But we have come together today because of the historic 

opportunity we have to change the course of our country, to restore 

common sense to Congress and to reduce the debt and put people 

back to work. Our current Congresswoman would rather bury our 

kids in debt and spend over a TRILLION dollars than work for the 

betterment of our community. She is too busy dividing people with 

racial statements and hanging out at the Playboy Mansion to fix our 

broken economy. I’m proud to bring people together for a higher 

cause rather than divide our community. Janet’s support here today 

gives us tremendous encouragement for our chances in 

November. Our country needs some checks-and-balances on this overspending.”  
  
Tran and Nguyen have a long history with Tran appointing Nguyen to the Garden Grove traffic and planning 

commission (200-2004) and supporting her run for the Garden Grove City Council seat Tran vacated in 2004 to 

run for State Assembly. The two have both fought for fiscal discipline and have protested the Vietnamese Prime 

Minister on visits to the U.S. 
  
For more information on Van Tran For Congress, visit www.JoinVanTran.com.  
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